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Respiratory pathology II.:

Tumours of the lungs

(of the bronchus, lungs and pleura)

Lukáš Plank



Tumours of the lungs (of the bronchi @ the lungs)

 primary: 

- benign (either in the bronchus or in the alveolar pulmonary parenchyma)

- malignant (central hillar part of the bronchus + lungs)

 secondary:

- MTS of malignancies arising in other primaries (primary localisations),

very frequent,

- „systemic tumours“ involving also lungs, e.g. ML - DLBCL

 separatelly: primary of the pleura - mesothelioma (asbest)



 common tumours: 

- carcinoma (males: Nr. 1.)

- carcinoid (NEN)

 rare tumours: 

- epithelial (papilloma, adenoma), mesenchymal (chondroma), other

(hamartoma), all benign

- BALT and (EN) ML of MALT/BALT-type

Tumours of the lungs (of the bronchi @ the lungs)

 primary: 
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- malignant (central hillar part of the bronchus + lungs)
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Traditional histol. classification of the lung Ca

bronchogenic bronchogenic
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classification

NEN/NET

 Late diagnosis, high stages (TNM)
 Bad prognosis
 Bad therapeutical results
 OS usually no more than 1 year, especially in SCLC

 How to change the situation of lung cancer patients ?

 „modernisation“ of the classification - morphology + genetics ???
 new therapeutic options ??? = chance for molecular biology/pathology

 How to change the situation of lung cancer patients ?

1. „modernisation“ of the classification - morphology (+ genetics ?)



WHO 2015 - Tumours of the lungs and your textbooks

Harsh Mohan 

 No changes in the category of Squamous cell Ca

 Basic conceptual changes in the classification of:

- AdenoCa

- „loss“ of LC category (?)

- NEN – inclusion of  SCLC  (and of LCCa ?)



Main types of lung Ca: changes of traditional HISTOL. classification

 Epidermoid (SqCC)

 Adenocarcinoma

 Large cell Ca

 SCLC

 Neuroendocrine neoplasias

- LOW GRADE: carcinoid, atypical carcinoid of the lungs (= NEN/NET)

- HIGH GRADE: neuroendocrine carcinoma

NSCLC

Tumours of the lung (of the bronchi @ the lungs)



Main types of lung Ca: changes of traditional HISTOL. classification

 Epidermoid (SqCC)

 Adenocarcinoma

 Large cell Ca

 SCLC

 Neuroendocrine neoplasias

- LOW GRADE: carcinoid, atypical carcinoid of the lungs (= NEN/NET)

- HIGH GRADE: neuroendocrine carcinoma:         small cell NeCa
large cell NeCa

NSCLC

Tumours of the lung (of the bronchi @ the lungs)

SCLC



Prae / Noninvasive

lesion (Tis)
Minimally invasive

adenoCa

< 3 cm lepidic

predominantly,

< 5 mm invasion

Invasive adenoCa

(> 5 mm invasion)

Variants of invasive

adenocarcinomas

AAH

AIS
(formerly < 3 cm BAC)

non-mucinous

mucinous

mixed

fetal (LG, HG)

enteric type

colloid

mucinous

lepidic

acinary

papillary

solid, mucin+

micropapillary

signet ring /

clear cell

PREDOMINANTLY

non-mucinous

mucinous

mixed

(Histological) classification of the adenocarcinoma (WHO 2015) 

 Treatment - by surgery alone
- curability (!)

 Treatment:

- surgery +

- CHT
- RAT
- Targeted

Th
- immunoTh



Invasive adenoCa

(> 5 mm invasion)

Variants of invasive

adenocarcinomas

fetal (LG, HG)

enteric type

colloid

mucinous

lepidic

acinary

papillary

solid, mucin+

micropapillary

signet ring /

clear cell

PREDOMINANTLY

(Histological) classification - INVASIVE adenocarcinoma (WHO 2015) 

lepidic papillary

acinary micropapillary

solid, mucin + (Dr- PAS+)



Invasive adenoCa

(> 5 mm invasion)

Variants of invasive

adenocarcinomas
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mucinous
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prognostic implications

„grading“



 general NEN concept

grading
mitotic activity index 

(MAI = Nr of mf/10 HPF)

proliferation

(Ki-67) index
necrosis terminology

G1 < 2 < 2 - carcinoid

G2 2-20 3-20 +
atypical 

carcinoid

G3 >20 > 20 +++ NE carcinoma

NEN: neuroendocrine neoplasms of the lungs



grading
GASTRO-ENTERO-

PANCREATIC NENs
LUNG NEN

G1 NET, G1 carcinoid

G2 NET, G2 atypical carcinoid

G3
NE carcinoma:

small- or large cell

NE carcinoma:

small- or large cell

grading MAI = Nr of mf/10 HPF
proliferation

(Ki-67) index
necrosis terminology

G1 < 2 < 2 - carcinoid

G2 2-20 3-20 +
atypical 

carcinoid

G3 >20 > 20 +++ NE carcinoma

Neuroendocrine neoplasms of the lungs: GRADING



Verification of the
Dx

Prediction of 
prognosis

typing

grading

staging

HISTOL. Dx of the lung cancer: recent requirements: 

Prediction of Th
sensitivity / 

of Th response

 molec. profiling
of NSCLC

 microenvironment

 Th acc. to histol. NSCLC type (bevacizumab, pemetrexed, etc)
 personaliz. Th acc. to histol. NSCLC type (bevacizumab, pemetrexed, etc)

 personaliz. Th acc. to molecul. NSCLC characterisation, esp. AC

 personaliz. Th acc. to histol. NSCLC type (bevacizumab, pemetrexed, etc)

 personaliz. Th acc. to molecul. NSCLC characterisation, esp. AC
 personaliz. imunoTh acc. to immune check-point status



The challenges of molecular pathology

 The cancer tissue: 
A) DNA analysis to detect:

- oncogenic drivers of cancer (activating mutations of relevant genes)
- „targetable“ genes = inhibition by „small molecules“ = inhibitors of the genes

(e.g. in NSCLC: EGFR, ALK, ROS1 genes)     
- identification of the resistance mechanisms

B) DNA analysis to detect DNA damage repair mechanisms (BRCA1/2, TP53, etc)

C) IHC analysis (also genetic ?) of s.c. check-point immune inhibitors
(anti-cancer immune mechanisms)

 ONLY the cancer tissue ? = NOT only, also peripheral blood/plasma: 

A) DNA analysis to detect the same oncogenic drivers

B) DNA analysis to detect the acquired resistance

C) DNA analysis to monitor the disease/Th answer



importance of the NSCLC test in the routine practice

NSCLC   
EGFR WT,  ALK / ROS1 not rearr.:

„Classic“ Th vs „new“ immunotherapy

NSCLC
„oncogene addicted“

targetet personalized Th

activ.  mutation
EGFR

rearranged
ALK, ROS1

NSCLC

anti-PD-L1 
immunotherapy

standard Th

histol. type related


